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Your investment in future-oriented 
energy generation with photovoltaics.

PHOTOVOLTAICS
CARPORTS

WITH DESIGN & 
FUNCTION



E-mobility or green electricity? Those who focus on the future rely on sustainable energy gen-
eration. Carports with integrated photovoltaic modules provide the ideal combination of econ-
omy and eco-friendliness. Either "refuel" your vehicle directly from the sun or use the energy for 
your household. This means that you can generate part of the electricity you need both cleanly 
and cost-e� ectively at home. 

Energy from the sun &
protection for your vehicle

FACTS

Pretty clever in these times of high energy prices. 
And good for the environment too. 

Because the future begins today! 
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Energy from the sun &
protection for your vehicle

Renewable energy 
with design and function

Mounting Solutions is your specialist for the innovative implementation of high-quality solar 
carports. Whether for electric cars or conventional vehicles - our carports provide optimum 
protection against the elements and can be used fl exibly depending on the number of vehicles. 

We demand the highest quality and durability from our workmanship. The sophisticated 
modular system makes assembly cost-e� ective and o� ers compelling benefi ts. 

 2-in-1 protection for your vehicle 

   and power 

   generation

 For use as a "fi lling station" for 

   e-cars and e-bikes or as an 

   electricity

   supplier for your household

 Regional funding 

   opportunities

 Individual design options

   including for multiple parking

   spaces

 Simple and cost-e� ective   

   assembly

 High quality design - 

   durable and corrosion-free

FACTS
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MOUNTING SOLUTIONS PV SYSTEMS GMBH
Gewerbestraße 1 | A-6710 Nenzing - Austria

PHOTOVOLTAIC CARPORTS 
INTO THE FUTURE 
WITH EXPERTISE AND DESIGN

Are you interested in our sustainable energy solutions? Or are you 
on the lookout for innovative ideas for a smart car parking space? 
We provide sustainable solutions that are simple and cost-e� ective. 
Whether you would like us to compile a non-binding plan or you 
are already planning a specifi c project - just get in touch with us! We 
would be happy to advise you!
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